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Let G be a group, S a semigroup of endomorphisms of G, and let V(S: G) 
denote the centralizer near-ring of identity-preserving functions on G which 
commute with the elements of S. In this paper those centralizer near-rings which 
are near-fields are characterized in terms of properties of S and G and in terms of 
the action of S on G. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let (G, +) be a group with identity 0, written additively, but not 
necessarily abelian and let S be a subsemigroup of End G, the semigroup of 
endomorphisms of G. The set V(S; G) = {f: G -+ G ] fu = uf for all (T E S 
and f(0) = 0) is a right zero-symmetric near-ring with identity under the 
operations of function addition and composition, called the centralizer near- 
ring determined by the pair (S, G). Centralizer near-rings are indeed general, 
for if N is any zero-symmetric near-ring with an identity then there exists a 
group G and a semigroup S E End G such that N z g(S; G). (See [3].) 
In this paper we are interested in the general problem of characterizing 
classes of centralizer near-rings F(S; G) in terms of properties of S and/or 
G, i.e., in terms of the pair (S, G). Much research has been done on this 
problem with specific emphasis on the situation in which G is finite. In fact, 
in this case and when S g Aut G, the group of automorphisms of G, the 
classes of simple near-rings and semi-simple near-rings have been completely 
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characterized in terms of the pair (S, G). (See [2].) For the case in which G 
is infinite and S c Aut G, some progress has been made toward charac- 
terizing those %Y(S; G) that are simple [4, 71. 
In this work we provide an answer to the spcilic problem of characterizing 
those centralizer near-rings that are near-fields. That is, we find necessary 
and sufficient conditions on (S, G) to ensure that @(S; G) is a near-field. It 
is well known that when G is finite and S s Aut G, @(S; G) is a near-field if 
and only if G = Su U (0) where Su is the S-orbit of G containing u. We 
break our investigation into two parts; the case in which S G Aut G, thus 
generalizing the above result relative to the finite situation, and second, we 
turn to the general case of S z End G. 
Let N be a near-field. For a E N let pa denote the right multiplication map 
by the element a and 1, the left multiplication map, then S = {p, E N - {0} } 
is a group of automorphisms of G = (N, +). Moreover g(S; G) = 
{A, 1 a E N} z N. Hence every near-field has a centralizer near-ring represen- 
tation of the form %Y(S; G) where S c Aut G so it is of interest to determine 
when such a centralizer near-ring is a near-field. 
In the following example we show that every near-field N also has a 
centralizer representation @(S; G) where S c End G and S is not a group of 
automorphisms. This shows that there are varied centralizer near-ring 
representations of near-fields and thus leads to the characterization problem. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let N be a near-field and let G be the N-group N x N = 
{(x, v) ] x, y E N}. For x E N we let N, denote the N-subgroup of N x N 
generated by (J, x) (N, = N( 1, x)) an we let N= N(0, 1). It is clear that d 
G=U,N,UN. If we let e,=(l,O) and e,=(O, 1) then each vEG has a 
unique representation v = u,e, + u2e2, ul, v2 E N which we also write ZI = 
(u, , u2). For each x in N, define ox : G-, G by a,(u)= uixei and t: G+ G 
by t(u) = vzel + ule2. The maps ox, t are endomorphisms of G and we let S 
be the submonoid of End G generated by these maps. We now show that 
g(S; G) iz N. 
Let f be arbitrary in +Y(S; G) and let u = (v, 0) E NO. Suppose f(u) = 
(c, d). Since o, f = fu, , f(v) = ol(c, d) = (c, 0) so f(N,,) G No. For 
u = (0, u2) E N, using t E S we also find that f (R) c fi. For u E N,, x # 0, 
u = (a, ax) = ae, + axe*. Again let f(u) = (c, d). We show d = cx, which 
implies f(u) E N,. Using ci, f(ae,) = (c, 0). Using t, (d, c) = f(axe, + ae2) 
and following this by ~7, gives (d, 0) =f(axe,). Now using cr,-, gives 
(dx-‘, 0) = f(ae,) and so dx-’ = c as required. 
Thus f(l,O) = (a, 0) f or some a E N and so f (x, 0) = fa,. 1,0) = 
a,f (1,0) = (ax, 0) = a(x, 0). Using t one also finds that f(0, x) = a(0, x). 
Finally, if f (x, xb) = (y, yb) then f (x, 0) = (y, 0) so y = ax. Hence 
f (x, xb) = a(x, xb). F rom this we have f = A,, consequently g(S; G) = 
{A, ( a E N} EN. 
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The above example illustrates the situation where G cannot be written in 
the form Sx for x E G. This example can be generalized as follows. 
Let S be a monoid of endomorphisms of a group G. Then there exists a 
group H and semigroup T E End H\Aut H such that g(T; H) z ‘Z(S; G). 
Further H cannot be written as TX for x E H. To show this let H = G x G 
and define T to be the semigroup generated by 18, i [8(x, v) = (a(x), 0) for 
all u E S, f(x, y) = (y, O)}. Then T c End H\Aut H. Let f E F3(S; G). Then 
v/ : 5F(S; G) + Q(T; H) given by w(f) = f where s(x, JJ) = (f(x), f( JJ)) is a 
monomorphism We show w  is onto! Let h E ‘Z(T, H), h(x, y) = (x’, JJ’). 
From l,h=hl, we have h(x,O)=(x’,O) so the maph,:x-+x’ is 
independent of y. Letting (T run through S shows that h, E %Y(S; G). 
Similarly, using i we get h(x, y) = (h,(x), h,(y)) for h,, h, E: @(S; G) and 
h, = h, . Hence the claim is established. 
We now fix some notation for the remainder of the paper. As above G is a 
group, S a semigroup of endomorphisms of G and g(S; G) the centralizer 
near-ring determined by (S, G). We also let G* = G - {O}. For definitions 
and basic concepts regarding near-rings we refer the reader to the book by 
Pilz [5]. 
We close this section with a brief summary of our results. In the next 
section we restrict our attention to the case in which S is a group of 
automorphisms and obtain a characterization of those pairs (S, G) such that 
V(S; G) is a near-field. In the third and final section we relax our conditions 
on S and again present a characterization theorem. We also provide some 
examples to illustrate our results as well as to point out the need for certain 
hypotheses. 
II. %?(S; G) A NEAR-FIELD; S 5 Aut G 
Throughout this section S will denote a group of automorphisms of G. 
Relative to the action of S on G, for each x E G we define stab(x) = 
{a E S 1 ux =x} and note that stab(x) is a subgroup of S. We say S isflxed 
point free (f.p.f.) on G if stab(x) = { 1,} for each x E G*. We say the pair 
(S, G) is regular if for x, y E G* stab(x) 2 stab(y) implies stab(x) = stab(y). 
(See [4].). For x E G Sx will denote the S-orbit of x in G. Thus Sx = 
{ux]uES} and G={O}USx,USx,U.... 
The identification and construction of functions in @(S; G) has been 
greatly facilitated by the following (now well known) useful result due to 
Betsch. (See [l] for further details.) 
BETSCH'S LEMMA. Let x, y E G. There exists f E F(S; G) withf(x) = y 
if and only if stab(x) E stab(y). 
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Let G = (0) U Sx, U Sx, U . . . and choose any non-zero orbit, say, Sx,. 
Using Betsch’s lemma we note that the orbit idempotent ei: G + G defined 
by ei(x) = x, if x E Sx,, and ei(x) = 0, otherwise, is in Q(S; G). Thus if 
Q(S; G) is a near-field then it must be the case that G = (0} U Sx. 
When investigating the structure of g(S; G), Meldrum and Oswald [4] 
and Zeller [7] found that to obtain definitive results one needs to impose 
some type of finiteness condition. Zeller [ 71 made much use of the following: 
(F.C.) If stab(x) E stab(ax), x E G, a E S, then stab(x) = stab(ax). 
We note that when G = {O} U Sx then the pair (S, G) satisfies the 
finiteness condition (F.C.) if and only if the pair (S, G) is regular. This 
establishes part of the next result. 
THEOREM 11.1. Let S E Aut G. The following are equivalent: 
(i) %?(S; G) is a near-fzeld; 
(ii) G = {0} U Sx and (S, G) satisfies (F.C.); 
(iii) G = {0} U Sx and (S, G) is regular. 
ProoJ: It suffices to show that (i) is equivalent to (ii). If Q(S; G) is a 
near-field then we showed above that G = (0) U Sx. Let y E G and suppose 
stab(y) E stab(uy) for o E S. From Betsch’s lemma there exists S E Q(S; G) 
with f(y) = uy and since %Y(S;G) is a near-field, f-’ E g(S; G) and 
f - ‘(oy) = y. Hence stab(uy) c stab(v) giving (F.C.). 
Conversely suppose G = (0) U Sx and (S, G) satisfies (F.C.). Let 
fE V(S; G), f # 0, f # 1,. (Note if @(S; G) = {0, lG} then O(S; G) is 
indeed a near-field.) If f(x) = ox then using (F.C.), stab(x) = stab(ax) so 
stab(a-‘x) = stab(x). Thus the function g: G -+ G defined by g(0) = 0 and 
g(x) = u-lx is in %Y(S; G). Moreover gf = fg = 1,) hence g(S; G) is a near- 
field. 
We mention here that the authors know of no example of a group G and 
S s Aut G such that G = {0} U Sx but (S, G) does not satisfy (F.C.). 
When G is linite, (F.C.) is always satisfied so in this case we find that 
%‘(S; G) is a near-field if and only if G = (0) U Sx. This was first obtained 
by Maxson and Smith in [2]. 
If the action of S on G is f.p.f. then again regularity is equivalent to the 
finiteness condition (F.C.) and in this case both conditions hold trivially. 
COROLLARY 11.2. Let S c Aut G such that S isJp$ on G. @(S; G) is a 
near-field if and only if G = { 0) U Sx. 
When G = {0} U Sx there are several restrictions found on G. We now 
indicate a few of these. First we note that G must be S-simple, i.e., no 
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subgroups other than (0) and G with the property that a(H) & H for each 
a E S. From this we obtain that either G is abelian or G = G’ (G’ = [G, G]) 
and G has trivial center. In the latter case every non-identity element is a 
commutator. For, if there exist g,, g, E G such that -g, - g, + g, + g, # 0 
then S(-g, - g, + g, + g2) = G* and for each aE S, 0(-g, - g, + 
g, + g*) = -w, - ag2 + w1+ a&T,* 
Moreover every element of G* has the same order so G is either of 
exponent p for some prime p or G is torsion-free. If G is torsion-free then G 
is divisible. In fact let n E Z, n # 0, and let y E G*. Then there exist u, t E S, 
WEG* such that u(w) = y and t(w) = ny. Consequently y = u(w) = 
u(nt-l(y)) = nut-‘(y) = m where z = at-‘(y). 
In the case G is finite, G must be ap-group and thus nilpotent. Since G is 
charactristically simple G must be an elementary abelian p-group. Hence G 
is a vector space over GF(p) and S must act irreducibly on G. (This result 
also follows from a result of Isaacs and Passman, see [2].) 
Returning to the situation in which S is f.p.f. on G and still having 
G = (0) U Sx, we see that more can be said. Let x, y E G*. Then there exist 
f, g E 9(S; G) with f(x) = x, g(x) = y. Since g(S; G) is a near-field, 
f + g = g +f so we see that G is abelian in this case. Let K = g(S; G). For 
f E K the association ft, f(x) determines a group isomorphism 
(K, +) g (G, +). Further, for u E S, if u(x) =f(x) where f # 0 then 
u(h(x)) = ha(x) = hf( x so u can be considered as right multiplication byf. ) 
Thus the group S is isomorphic to the multiplicative group K*. This implies 
F(S; G) E %?(K*; K). W e remark that this result also follows from the 
isomorphism results of Ramakotaiah [6] since S is f.p.f. 
III. %?(S; G) A NEAR-FIELD; S c End G 
Throughout this section S will denote a semigroup of endomorphisms of 
G. Without loss of generality we assume that S contains both the zero map 
and the identity map. For any x E G, x E Sx so we have G = ui,, Syi. We 
call Y = { yi ] i E I} a generating set. Henceforth we take Y = { yi ] i E I} as 
an arbitrary but fixed generating set and we consider I well ordered by the 
relation “<.” Thus we consider Y as an I-sequence { yi}. 
For U, u E G, define the relation F(u, V) = {(a, p) ] a, /I E S, au = Pv}. 
Further let H = {Z-sequences {xi} ] xi E G, I;( yi, yj) s F(xi, xj), i < j}. Our 
next result generalizes the well-known “Betsch’s Lemma.” 
LEMMA 111.1. Let {xi} be an arbitrary I-sequence and Y = { yi} a 
generating set. There exists an f E O(S; G) with f ( yi) = xi for all i E I if 
and only if {x,} E H. 
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ProoJ: Let f E ‘Z(S; G) with f(yi) = Wi, i E 1, and let (a, P) E F( vj, yk). 
Thus oyj = pyk SO of(yj) = &‘(yJ or owj = Pw~, i.e., (a, P) E F(J+Jj, wk). 
Hence {wi} E H. 
Conversely suppose {xi} E H. Define g : G -+ G by g(Uyi) = UXi, i E I. We 
show that g is well defined. Suppose u = uyi = tyj where i < j. Then (a, t) E 
F( yi, yj) implies (a, t) E F(x,, xj) so uxxi = txj as required. Now let u E G, 
p E S. Since 24 = uyi for some u E S, yi E Y, g@u) = g@uyi) = pug(yi) = 
pax, = pg(u). Hence g E %7(S; G). 
In the above discussion the well-ordered set I depends on the generating 
set chosen for G. If G is finite or has a finite generating set Y = 
{Yl, Y2s*.3 y,}, then we can also choose the Y’S SO that SYi @ Uj+i SYj for all 
i, i = 1, 2,.. ., t. In this case H = {(x, ,..., x,) E }. In this situation 
the condition of the above lemma is of course far more helpful. 
Let u E G. We now determine the images of u under the functions in 
g(S; G). As before u = uyi for some u E S, yi E Y. Hence./(u) = Uf(Yi) = UXi 
where {xi} E H. Denoting by pi the ith projection map pi: H-+ G, pi: 
(xi} -+xi we have f(u) = upi{xi) or f(u) E up,H. On the other hand let 
xi E up,H. From the above lemma there exists a g E g(S; G) such that 
g(u) = uxi. Hence @?(S; G)u = up, H where u = uy,. This establishes the 
following: 
LEMMA 111.2. If u = uy, then @?(S; G)u = up,H where pi is the ith 
projection map. 
We now discuss some further concepts. First, we define a relation R on 
G* = G - {O} by xRy if and only if there exists u E S such that ux = y. Let 
R” denote the equivalence relation generated by R. We call the equivalence 
classes of R the connected components of G and we say G is S-connected 
provided there is only one connected component. Equivalently, G is S- 
connected if and only if for each U, u E G*, there exist xi, x2,..., x,-i E G* 
and u, ,..., u,,, t, , t, ,..., t, E S such that uiu = t,x, # 0, u2x1 = t2x2 # 0 ,,.., 
U n-1 X,-2=t”-,X,-,#O, u x n n- 1 = t,v # 0. Since Xi E SY,, this is also 
equivalent to saying that there exists yj, ,..., yj,-, E Y, u, ,..., un, t, ,..., t, E S 
with ui u = t, yj, # 0 ,..., u~-lYjn-Z=fn-lYj,~,fo~u~Yjn~,=t~V~O~ 
Next, let n be a collection of proper subgroups of G. Then 17 is said to 
partition G if every non-identity element of G is contained in exactly one of 
the subgroups in l7. Further we say G is equally partitioned by n if all 
subgroups in n have the same order. 
For our final concept, let IZ = {G,} be an equal partition of G. We say that 
u E S is a n-isomorphism if for each G, E l7, u(G,) = {0} or 
Ker u f? G = {O} and u(G,) = G,, G, E n. Thus u is a ZPisomorphism if and 
only if for each G, E l7, u is the zero map on G, or an isomorphism on G, 
with image in n. 
481/89/2-12 
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Our main theorem is the following result. 
THEOREM 111.3. g(S; G) is a nearzfield if and only if 
(i) G is S-connected, 
(ii) G is partitioned, say, by I7 = { Gj / j E J} and each CT E S is a ZZ- 
isomorphism, and 
(iii) fyi E Gj* then piH = Gj. 
We remark that the partition n given in condition (ii) of the above 
theorem must be an equal partition since G is S-connected and each u in S is 
a ZZ-isomorphism. In fact we have the stronger result that the subgroups in II 
are isomorphic. The proof of the above theorem will be given in several 
steps. 
Suppose (S, G) is a pair such that G is not S-connected. Let C, D be two 
connected components and let Ann(C) = {f E ?F(S; G) 1 f(C) = (0) }. It is 
straightforward to verify that Ann(C) is a left ideal of O(S; G). Define e,: 
G+Gby 
dx) = ix> 
XEC 
lo, x 6G c. 
Let x E G, u E S. If ux = 0 then oec(x) = e,(u(x)). Thus we take ux # 0. But 
then cx E C if and only if x E C so again uec(x) = ec(u(x)). Thus 
e, E F(S; G). Similarly e, E @(S; G). Now e, E Ann(C) but e, & Ann(C) 
so Ann(C) is a non-zero proper left ideal. This shows that if %F(S; G) is a 
near-field then it is necessary that G be S-connected. 
However, in contrast to the case in which S is a group and G is finite, we 
show in the next example that the condition of being S-connected is not 
sufficient. 
EXAMPLE 111.4. Let R = (R, +, .) be a ring with identity 1 and let S = 
{p, ) a E R} be the semigroup of right multiplications. Then S is a semigroup 
of endomorphisms of G E (R, +) which contains both the zero and the 
identity functions. Since S(1) = {p,(l) / a E R} = G, G is indeed S- 
connected. Moreover, V(S; G) = {A, ( a E R} the collection of left 
multiplications. Since {A, / a E R} is ring isomorphic to R we see that 
whenever R is not a field we have an example of a pair (S, G) with one S- 
component but g(S; G) is not a near-field. 
We return now to the proof of Theorem 111.3. We next show that under the 
hypothesis of condition (ii) of the theorem, condition (iii) is equivalent to the 
fact that the functions f E %Y(S; G) must be n-functions in the sense below. 
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THEOREM 111.5. Let condition (ii) of Theorem III.3 hold. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) Condition (iii) of Theorem 111.3; 
(2) cry, E Gj* implies ap,H = Gj for o E S; 
(3) g E G,? implies 5F(S; G) g = Gj, Gj E II. 
ProoJ (l)*(2). If uyiEGT then yiEG,, say, so u: Gk-+Gj is an 
isomorphism. From (iii) of Theorem 111.3, piH = G, so ap,H = a(G,) = Gj. 
(2) 3 (3). Let g E CT. Then g = uy, for some u E S, yi E Y. From 
Lemma 111.2, @(S; G) g = up,H. Hence (3) follows. 
(3)=+-(l). Let y,EGj*. From (3), g(S; G)y, = Gj and from 
Lemma 111.2, piH = Gj. Hence the result. 
We next establish the necessity of the conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 111.3. 
To this end let N= %?(S; G) be a near-field. As already noted this implies 
that G is S-connected. We now establish condition (ii). For u E G*, NU = 
{f(u) If E g’(S; (-31 is a proper, non-zero subgroup of G. Moreover since N 
is a near-field, Nx n Ny # {0} if and only if Nx = Ny so we have a partition 
I7= {Gkl G,=Nx,, x,E G *, k E K}. If for some k E K, A g E N f(x,J = 
g(x,J then (f - g)(x,J = 0 so f = g since N is a near-field. From this it is 
straightforward to verify ‘that the map fxk -+ fx, defines a group isomorphism 
between Nx, and Nx,. Hence IZ is clearly a partition of G. It remains to 
show that u E S is a I;l-isomorphism. Suppose u(G,) # (0). Thus u(G,) = 
u(Nx,) = Nu(x,) so u(x,) # 0. But (0) # Nu(x,) implies Nu(x,) = Nx, = G,, 
for some G, E n. Moreover if y E Ker u n G, then 0 = u(y) and y = fx, for 
some f E N. Hence 0 = ufxr = fuxr which in turn implies ux, = 0, a con- 
tradiction. 
Clearly, for any y E Gj*, Ny = Nxj = Gj. Condition (iii) now follows from 
Theorem 111.5. 
LEMMA 111.6. Let F(S; G) satisfy conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 111.3, 
and let f E E(S; G). If for some yi E Y, f ( yi) = 0 then f E 0. 
Proof: Let vEG*. Since G is S-connected there exist 
w, 1 w2,..., w,- 1 E G* and u, ,..., un, t, ,..., t, E S such that 
ul Yi = tl WI # 0 
u,w,=t,w,#0 
u W,-2=t,-,W,-,#0 n-1 
uilwn-1 =t,v#O. 
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Since f(yJ = 0, t,fw, = 0. Let w, E Gil, say. If f(w,) # 0 then since 
f(w,) E G!,, Gil n Ker t, # (0) so Gt.l E Ker t, which implies that t,(w,) = 0, 
a contradrction. Thus f(w,) = 0. Without loss of generality f(wi) = 0. By a 
similar argument f(wi+ i) = 0 and so finally f(u) = 0. Since u was arbitrary 
in G*,f= 0. 
COROLLARY 111.7. Let @?(S; G) satisfy the conditions of Theorem III.3 
and let f E ‘2Y(S; G), u E G. Thenf(u) = 0 if and only iff = 0 or u = 0. 
Proof If u C G* there exist yi E Y, u E S such that u = ay,. The result 
now follows from the above lemma. 
To complete the proof of the main theorem we show now that each non- 
zero function in 5Z?(S; G) is invertible. To this end let 0 # f be in @(S; G). 
Then from above, f(u) # 0 for some u E G* where we take u E Gj*. From 
Theorem 111.5, g(S; G)f (u) = Gj so there exists g E V(S; G) such that 
d(u) = u. But then sf = 1, since (gf - l)(u) = 0. So every element in 
@(S; G)* has a left inverse. This then completes the proof of Theorem 111.3. 
We note that in the case in which G is a finite group the conditions of 
Theorem III.3 can be somewhat relaxed. In the proof of Lemma III.6 and its 
corollary one uses the facts that G is S-connected, there is an equal partition 
Ii’= (G,,..., G,} such that each u E S is a n-isomorphism, and f (Gi) c Gi, 
i = 1, 2,..., t. Now using the result of Lemma III.6 and its corollary one sees 
that g(S; G) has no divisors of zero. In fact if fg = 0 then for all u E G, 
f(g(u)) = 0. But f # 0 implies g(u) = 0 for all u E G so g = 0. It is 
straightforward to verify that a finite near-ring with identity and without 
divisors of zero is a near-field. (See [5, p. 2941). This establishes the 
following result. 
THEOREM 111.8. Let G be a finite group, S G End G. %?(S; G) is a near- 
field if and only if 
(i) G is S-connected; 
(ii) G is partitioned, say, by IZ = {Gi,..., G,} and each S is a IZ- 
isomorphism; and 
(iii) if yi E GT then pi(H) z Gj*. 
We conclude this section (and the paper) with two examples. In the first 
example we show that there are non-abelian groups G giving rise to near- 
fields &(S; G). In the second example we show that in general equality is 
needed in condition (iii) of Theorem 111.3. 
EXAMPLE 111.9. Let G = ((x, Y} / PX = PY = P[X, ~1 = Ix, [x3 ~11 = 
[Y, [x,~l]=Ol wherep is a prime integer. (G, +) is a non-abelian group of 
exponent p and order p3. Let u E G. Then u can be represented uniquely, u = 
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ax + by + c[x, y] where a, b, c E GF(p), the Galois field of order p. The 
center of G is denoted by Z(G). We note that G is partitioned by its cyclic 
subgroups, say, n = {G,, G, ,..., G,}. Let S={l,}U{oEEndGlKera~ 
Z(G) + (x> and u(v) is in some preassigned G, E Z7). By direct calculations 
G is S-connected and each 0 E S is a n-isomorphism. 
Now let 0 # f be in O(S; G). Then using the definition of S we see that 
f(y)#O,say,f(y)=ux+bytc[x,y].Usinga:x-,O;y-,u;[x,y]~Owe 
find that jio = af implies f( JJ) = by with b # 0. Again using S, f(u) = bu for 
each u E G and so the conditions of Theorem III.3 are satisfied. In fact we 
have established that g(S; G) zz GF(p). 
To obtain our final example we use a variation of the above theme. 
EXAMPLE 111.10. Let G=({x,y}j [x, [x,y]]= [y, [x,y]]=O} andlet S 
be defined as in the above example. We note that G is S-connected, G is 
partitioned by its cyclic subgroups n and each u E S is a fl-isomorphism. 
Using S we see that g(S; G) g Z. However, if (u) = Gj, then v = 224 E GF 
but g(S; G)v f GF, i.e., condition (iii) of Theorem III.3 is not satisfied. 
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